FROM

CHINA

RM 815

5D3N BEIJING MUSLIM TOUR

MINIMUM 6-7 ADULTS

Validity: 16th NOV 2019 - 29th FEB 2020

GROUND ARRANGEMENT

FIT/OBT/5DPEK-ICT

ITINERARY:
DAY 1:
KUALA LUMPUR - BEIJING
Depart from KL at 18:25 (by Malaysia Airline) or at 19:10 (by Air Asia).

OLYMPIC STADIUM OF BIRD NEST & WATER

TIAN AN MEN SQUARE

DAY 2:
BEIJING
(B/L/D)
Land in Beijing at 00:20 (by Malaysia Airline) or 01:15 (by Air Asia). After a warm welcome, our guide will accompany you to
hotel for check-in assistance. As starter, there will be a delightful walk in Tian An Men Square, bordered by the Great Hall of
the People and Chairman Mao’s Mausoleum. Standing north is Forbidden City, the complex of imperial palace and home to the
Emperors of Ming and Qing Dynasty for over 500 years. Grand halls and courts gradually give way to more intimate domestic
quarters, presenting an insight into the pampered isolation of the emperors. Visit to Negative Ion Experience Center. Coming
up is Niu Jie Mosque - the most famous Mosque in Beijing, with a history of more than 1000 years. Not far locates the Muslim
Supermarket. Enjoy wonderful Acrobatic Show in the evening.
DAY 3:
BEIJING
(B/L/D)
Enjoy a professional Foot Massage provided free at Herbal Medicine Center, which will guarantee us a delightful walk at
Great Wall of China. The building of the Great Wall started in the Spring and Autumn and Warring States Periods (7th to 8th
century B.C.) in order to defend against northern nomads. The wall we see now was left from Ming dynasty. Today, the
defensive system of Great Wall is generally recognized as one of the most impressive architectural feats in history. Lunch will
be served at a local Muslim restaurant nearby. Followed by a stop at Bamboo Carbon Shop, the items there are very popular
for its outlook and health-care function. To see modern Beijing, a must-see place is 2008 Olympic Stadiums - The prestigious
Bird’s Nest and Water Cube, which won big applauds in and out architectural world. There will be an outside tour for
photographing. Go back to hotel for rest.
DAY 4:
BEIJING
(B/L/D)
Morning check-out. The first shopping today will be arranged at Jewelry City. Our sightseeing is the well-know Summer
Palace. Being the largest imperial garden in China, it was first built in the Qing emperor Qianlong’s time in 1751 and was
restored in 1886 by Dowager empress Cixi for her own enjoyment. The park became a favorite haunt of Cixi, who even
preferred it to the Forbidden City, and named it Yihe Yuan (meaning the garden of health and harmony). Pray at Local
Mosque after lunch. Then, head to Tea House to see a fabulous Tea Ceremony. Wang Fu Jing Shopping Street is where we
can not missed because it is China’s No.1 shopping street. The time before departure is for blast shopping - Xiu Shui Market
for bargaining fun and The Place for luxury treat on products and the largest LED screen in Asia. With a tasty Halal dinner
served, we will head to Beijing International Airport for the departure flight home.

GREAT WALL OF CHINA

DAY 5:
BEIJING - KUALA LUMPUR
Depart from Beijing in the early morning.
Note: Prices quoted based on Ringgit Malaysia (RM) per person

NO OF PAX

Min 6-7
Adults

REMARKS:
 Minimum 2-3 Adults to go additional = RM690/pax
 Minimum 4-5 Adults to go additional = RM250/pax
 Hotel confirmation is subject to the room availability
 Rates are subject to change without prior notice
 Terms & Conditions apply
 Child age: 2 - 11 years old

* The sequence of the itinerary may vary on the actual tour

HOTEL

ADULT
TWIN

CHILD
WITH BED

CHILD
NO BED

Odin Theme Hotel or similar 3*
(Muslim Friendly)

815

815

611

City Inn or similar 4* (Good location)

845

845

634

INCLUDES







3 nights accommodation with daily breakfast
Return airport transfer based on PRIVATE
Tour and sightseeing as per in itinerary
Halal meals as mentioned in the itinerary
Private tour with guide and driver (Malay & English)
One bottle mineral water for guest per day

EXCLUDES






Airfare & Airport Tax
Tipping
Travel insurance
Visa Fee
Optional Tour

